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We want to wish a Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year to family and friends!

Not many changes this year.  Still spending time in both homes. We enjoy the beach life style 

w/my sister, her husband and many friends in Amelia Island, FL. And, of course our kids and 

grandchildren in Atlanta.

Our grandchildren are very busy people and we mostly catch them at their many activities.  We 

saw Ally, a runner & soccer player, in Savannah at a soccer match.  We saw Andrew play ice 

hockey in Orlando.  Dean plays great tennis and we've been to his matches in Chateau Elan and 

around Atlanta.  Keira is a cheerleader, gymnast and swim team member.  Grady is almost 5 and 

was old enough to play baseball this year!  Elle plays tournament golf and is the #1 player just 

about everywhere she plays (Champ in Atlanta, Monterrey California and many other places (we 

saw her play many times including on Jekyll Island and Gainesville).  She loves that she can beat 

Bob in Golf!  

Josh is still running his Subways and Liz continues to work as a prosecutor.  They both spend a lot 

of time with Elle going to golf events and with training.  Dave is doing well at FiServ and continues 

to both play and coach ice hockey.  Kris is back to work doing real estate accounting for a local firm 

and is enjoying it a lot.  Meg still teaches 8th grade in Buford and added training in teaching gifted 

children.  Brian also continues with running Subways.  Both Meg and Brian seem very busy running 

3 kids to an endless stream of after school and weekend activities.
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First trip of the year was our annual 2 weeks in Marco Island FL.  Jane, Paul, Donna & Dave joined 

us there.  In April, Bob & I took a trip to Arizona (Bob had a conference in Scottsdale) and from 

there we took an extended road trip to places like the Grand Canyon, Albuquerque NM, Santa Fe 

NM and ending in Denver with a visit with Aunt Jane (and Julie/Art).  We finally visited Maine this 

year and enjoyed it a lot.

In the fall Bob went by himself to tour Ecuador (another conference of some sort).  While he was in 

Ecuador, my friends Lia, Anne & Kathy joined me in Amelia Island for some girl fun.  In the second 

week of December, we'll be in NYC catching up on Broadway shows.

I continue to play lots of bridge, word with friends, and some mahjong.  Still part of the weekly bike 

group and even some golf this year!  I'm also on our FL HOA social committee.  Bob seems to 

keep busy and still helps out with the Subways.

If I wasn't totally out of room, I'd tell you about my many wonderful neices & nephews (and their 

children).  We love them all.

Have a great 2016! ( www.reisner.info elaine: elaine@reisner.info 6785226093 bob: bob@reisner.info 4044619805 )
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